Over the last 2 weeks we continued to grub, root rake and burn throughout the site. Here you see one of our dozers root raking the topsoil.

The root material and stumps are then being loaded into off road dump trucks and hauled to a central location onsite to be burned. Here you see our excavator loading the off road dump trucks with debris. We are currently on track to complete the clearing operation early next week and we will be done burning by the end of next week.

Last week while the clearing operation was ongoing, we had a separate crew strip topsoil in the BMP area and begin cutting for the future BMP. Here you see an excavator top loading material from the BMP which is being hauled to the stockpile area for future use.

Here you see the stockpile of fill material. We have a dozer that stays on the pile full time to push and shape the material. As of 4-23-2013 we have hauled 12,500 CY of cut material to this pile.

In this photo you can see the BMP beginning to take shape. This area has been cut down to the proposed “aquatic bench” in the pond which is at elevation 65. The pond will eventually be cut down another 10' in the center.